FACULTY FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES: 01/14/2020

IN THE SPOTLIGHT:


W&M INTERNAL PROGRAMS:

TribeFunding, deadline: 2/14/20; https://giving.wm.edu/fundraising/tribefunding/:
Funds can be used to: launch a sustainability project, send faculty or students to a conference or competition, support a student activity, or raise funds for equipment.

W. Taylor Reveley, III Interdisciplinary Faculty Fellows, deadline: 2/7/20; https://www.wm.edu/about/administration/provost/initiatives/reveley-faculty-fellows/index.php:
All full-time, continuing faculty (both tenure- and non tenure-eligible) are eligible to apply in teams of two with a proposal for a joint project. If selected, these faculty pairs will collaboratively design and teach a new course, and develop a concomitant research project.

Distinguished Lectures in International Studies, rolling deadline, http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/lectures/index.php:
The Reves Center for International Studies is pleased to help support internationally-focused public lectures and performances. Funding is available to William & Mary faculty who wish to host distinguished scholars, artists, and practitioners whose public events and visits will contribute to international education at the university.

Grants for On-Campus Conferences on International Topics, rolling deadline; http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/oncampus/index.php:
Funding is available to support William & Mary faculty who are hosting on-campus professional conferences that will contribute to international education at the College. Proposals making use of the university's Washington, D.C. Office are also welcome.

COLL Innovation Grants for Faculty: Open Proposals, deadline: rolling; http://www.wm.edu/as/center-liberal-arts/coll-innovation-grants/index.php:
The Center For Liberal Arts is pleased to solicit proposals from faculty seeking financial support to pursue an on or off-campus activity relevant to the COLL curriculum. For the academic year 2019-20, the CLA will prioritize innovation grants that enhance on-campus COLL 300 courses and COLL 350 requirements.

ARTS & HUMANITIES:


2020-21 John Cage Research Grant, Northwestern University Library’s John Cage Collection, deadline: 4/1/20; [https://www.library.northwestern.edu/libraries-collections/music/about/cage-grant.html](https://www.library.northwestern.edu/libraries-collections/music/about/cage-grant.html).

2020-21 Gilder Lehrman Center Postdoctoral and Faculty Fellowships, The Gilder Lehrman Center for the Study of Slavery, Resistance, and Abolition, Yale University, deadline: 3/2/20; [https://glc.yale.edu/Fellowships/postdoctoral-and-faculty-fellowships](https://glc.yale.edu/Fellowships/postdoctoral-and-faculty-fellowships).

The Marguerite and Lamar Smith Fellowship for Writers, Columbus State University, deadline: April 1; [http://www.mccullerscenter.org/#opportunities](http://www.mccullerscenter.org/#opportunities).


**SOCIAL SCIENCES:**


*One organizational application may be submitted. If you are interested in applying, please contact [wosp@wm.edu](mailto:wosp@wm.edu) – an internal competition may be required.*


*One organizational application may be submitted. If you are interested in applying, please contact wosp@wm.edu – an internal competition may be required.*


*Subtopic areas: Hate Crimes; Human Trafficking; Meeting Rural Law Enforcement Challenges; Officer Safety and Wellness; Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention; School Safety; Staffing and Allocation Studies; Victim-Centered Approaches; Violent Crime; Youth Engagement.*

**COPS Hiring Program (CHP)**, DOJ, deadline: 3/11/20; [https://cops.usdoj.gov/chp](https://cops.usdoj.gov/chp).


**2020-21 Fellowship**, Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society, Harvard University, deadline: 1/31/20; [https://cyber.harvard.edu/getinvolved/fellowships/2021Fellows](https://cyber.harvard.edu/getinvolved/fellowships/2021Fellows).


U.S. Industry Opportunities for Advanced Nuclear Technology Development, DOE, deadlines: BAA open through December 2022; however, in order to meet the DOE review schedule, applications should meet these deadlines: February 28, June 30, October 31; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppid=299283.


National Quantum Information Science Research Centers, DOE, deadlines: pre-application, 2/10/20; encouraged full application, 4/10/20; https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=323571:
*Technical areas of interest: Quantum Communication; Quantum Computing and Emulation; Quantum Devices and Sensors; Materials and Chemistry for QIS Systems and Applications; Quantum Foundries.


Marine Oceanography with the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF), U.S. – Israel Binational Science Foundation, deadlines: BSF, 2/24/20; NSF, 2/18/20; http://files.bsf.org.il/data/FormsToDownload/BSF-NSF_in_Oceano_Sciences_Program_Call_for_Proposal.pdf.


FOUNDATION:


**Bridge to Independence Award Program,** Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI), deadline: letters of recommendation and LOI, 3/2/20; [https://www.sfari.org/grant/bridge-to-independence-award-request-for-applications/](https://www.sfari.org/grant/bridge-to-independence-award-request-for-applications/).

**OTHER:**

**Fellowships,** European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), deadline: 3/2/20; [https://careers.cern/professionals](https://careers.cern/professionals):
*Junior Fellowship; Senior Fellowship; Senior Research (Theoretical & Experimental); Post Career Break Fellowship,

**2021 Breakthrough Prize: Fundamental Physics; Life Sciences; Mathematics,** deadline: nominations, 4/1/20; [https://breakthroughprize.org/](https://breakthroughprize.org/).


**Postdoctoral Scholar in Interdisciplinary Computation,** Harvey Mudd College, deadline: rolling – first evaluation starts 1-1-20; [https://www.hmc.edu/dean-of-faculty/2019/12/04/postdoctoral-scholar-in-interdisciplinary-computation/](https://www.hmc.edu/dean-of-faculty/2019/12/04/postdoctoral-scholar-in-interdisciplinary-computation/):
*Multi-Robot Planning and Control; Microbial Genome Evolution; Air Quality and Climate Change; Collective Behavior in Social Insects.


**2021 Bower Award and Prize for Achievement in Science,** The Franklin Institute, deadline: 5/31/20; [https://www.fi.edu/awards/bower-award-prize-achievement-science](https://www.fi.edu/awards/bower-award-prize-achievement-science):
Nominations are encouraged in, but not limited to, the following subtopics and their intersections:
- Psychological insights: mechanisms, development, context-dependence, individual differences, cultural variation, evolution
- Modeling of individual or group choice behavior: valuation, social preferences, impulsivity, strategy, network models
- Neurobiological mechanisms: human neuroscience, model organisms, behavioral neuroscience, genetic approaches, comparative approaches
- Clinical approaches: pharmacology, psychiatric disorders, neuropsychological conditions
- Development of interventions to improve individual and/or group decision-making outcomes
- Broad applications: artificial intelligence, courts/law, education, finance, health/medicine, government/public policy, intelligence, labor, technology